Exercise your freedom to stay in bed Sunday until twelve and any other day of the week. After all, what could a coolhead like you possibly get from mass?
Frank Zapar Socks It To You

How To Be Cool On Campus

1. Scorn the poor selection of food as you make up for quality by second helpings to improve quantity.
2. Practice applying "Twiggy lashes" as you first in your dorm to have original "Twiggy" eyes.
4. Read all love letters at top of your lungs in middle of smoker after 10 pm so that you're sure no one misses a detail.
5. Attack all professors who don't give you the "A" you deserve with the obvious truth "He doesn't like Freshmen."
6. Introduce yourself to every boy who comes to date a girl on campus in case it doesn't work out. (Make it clear you're available.)
7. Compete with other students for your professor's attention.
8. Exercise your right to speak your mind on any subject you wish.
9. Always appear in a minimum of 15 minutes late but all of course.
10. Never under circumstances do as follows:
   a. Drink
   b. Drive
   c. Drive too fast
   d. Drink and drive
   e. Take credit cards to announce yourself
   f. Carry a supply of credit cards to announce yourself
   g. Drive a VW without complaisant license plates
   h. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1971 model
   i. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1970 model
   j. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1969 model
   k. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1968 model
   l. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1967 model
   m. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1966 model
   n. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1965 model
   o. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1964 model
   p. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1963 model
   q. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1962 model
   r. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1961 model
   s. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1960 model
   t. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1959 model
   u. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1958 model
   v. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1957 model
   w. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1956 model
   x. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1955 model
   y. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1954 model
   z. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1953 model
   1. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1952 model
   2. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1951 model
   3. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1950 model
   4. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1949 model
   5. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1948 model
   6. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1947 model
   7. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1946 model
   8. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1945 model
   9. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1944 model
   10. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1943 model
   11. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1942 model
   12. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1941 model
   13. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1940 model
   14. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1939 model
   15. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1938 model
   16. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1937 model
   17. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1936 model
   18. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1935 model
   19. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1934 model
   20. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1933 model
   21. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1932 model
   22. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1931 model
   23. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1930 model
   24. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1929 model
   25. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1928 model
   26. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1927 model
   27. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1926 model
   28. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1925 model
   29. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1924 model
   30. Drive your father's car if it's a foreign-made 1923 model
   31. Start your record for being first in line for meals.
Legalizing Acapulco Gold

The living room, in the spacious elegant house, was the only important reality in the lives of the four individuals. The tingling began in the toes... and surged throughout the entire body! Shoo ecstatic-sensational. The conversation ensued—established were the facts that "God Is Not Dead"... The Void—ad infinitum... Life—good... valuable... precious... Live it... love it—abnormality and insecurity was inconceivable—blissful! Awareness and sensitivity was sharpened—this consciousness aided in delving deeper into the mind—time stood still... no matter—hunger was stimulated... a satisfaction—relaxation—To walk was to fly... to think was to talk... to talk was to communicate... to communicate was easy—beautiful!!!

Marijuana is becoming a widespread weed of disuse, a symbol of revolt, a turn on (or cop-out) for young people who want to enlarge their experience—or escape it. And why not? Pot should be legalized. Alcohol dulls your senses, hinders you to know your environment. Marijuana is a withdrawal into the world of the senses. This is also the reason why Pot Parties tend to be relatively tranquil affairs. Says a brokerage house assistant in New York: "It's more entertaining, cheaper and cleaner than television. It produces less degradation than tobacco and much more enlightenment than television. It's the workman's answer to all the nonsense in the world today."

A great many lawyers, judges, legislators and prosecuting attorneys agree that the Marijuana laws should be softened. The laws are too rigid. A second Marijuana conviction can carry a tougher sentence than the first-degree armed robbery or forcible rape. There is no reason or need for such action.

The Medical View: Pot is not a menace that leads to drug addiction, sexual promiscuity or violent crime.

Marijuana grows in just about any soil and was used as a painkiller in China as far back as 2737 B.C. This Cannabis sativa plant came to the U.S. from Mexico as Marijuana (Mexican for Mary Jane) around 1920.

Legally, Marijuana is classified as a narcotic drug, such as morphine and heroin. But scientifically there is no evidence which shows it to be a hard drug. It does not result in physical addiction.

Joel Fort, former director of San Francisco's center for Special Problems says: "If Marijuana were not called terrible by society, everyone would find it a mild drug that has little effect except to stimulate the appetite, slow down the time span and create a mild euphoria, and that would be that. Then we could go on to the bigger problems of facing life as it is."

Although it is obvious that I personally feel one should try Marijuana, my intent in this piece is merely to indicate that Marijuana should be a personal decision, a question left up to the individual. It is my opinion that there is nothing immoral, anti-social, or inherently objectionable about smoking Pot.

A Marymount Student

Apathy

Not to decide is to decide.
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One small enthusiastic woman came at one o'clock Saturday September 23, 1967 to the scene of what was to be a spirited, festive Field Day for three hundred students. She came carrying prizes gaily wrapped, balloons and other props she had provided to entertain her "guests". Relieved she had not kept the students waiting she started to get things set up for the exciting day of fun and games she had worked so hard in planning. Time passed she stood in the hot sun waiting for the rush of smiling spirited students, Two came.

This woman is Miss Kellmeyer, the new athletic director who was so loudly applauded at the assembly when she spoke of the importance of "school spirit". Where were those girls Saturday at one o'clock who encouraged Miss Kellmeyer to plan Field Day?

It seems three hundred girls found something more interesting, more entertaining, more enjoyable to do. Since the library was empty we can conclude study was not a factor keeping many girls away. A quick look around campus would place a large number of girls hard at work at the pool using all their energy and spirit to get a tan. Disappointed, disillusioned, asking herself why, Miss Kellmeyer turned, packed up her untouched equipment and unwrapped props to leave Marymount campus.

Little Italy in Boca Raton

A tasty variety of Italian food is served in the restaurant 27, 1967. Under the inspiration of owner, Red and white candles and a nautical atmosphere make up the environment provided by Sand块钱 in the dining room.

And the Hostess Stands Alone

Library - a place set apart to contain books and other literary materials for reading, study, or reference, as a room, set or rooms where books may be read or borrowed.

Social Committee

Every student is aware of the successful pool parties, dances and banquets which the Social Committee of the women's dormitory has sponsored. Mary, Joan, Sally, and the rest of the committee have been thoroughly appreciated by the students. Since it is the end of Matriculation, we hope the committee may entice a few of those with imagination to continue planning social events.

Cocktails Will Be Served

Grace Lee, the College's toastmaster, is planning a party for the women's dormitories. This will be an enjoyable, informal gathering for which refreshments will be served.
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